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Abstract Cloud applications today deliver an increasingly larger portion of the
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) services. To address the scale,
growth, and reliability of cloud applications, self-aware management and scheduling are becoming commonplace. How are they used in practice? In this chapter,
we propose a conceptual framework for analyzing state-of-the-art self-awareness
approaches used in the context of cloud applications. We map important applications corresponding to popular and emerging application domains to this conceptual
framework, and compare the practical characteristics, benefits, and drawbacks of
self-awareness approaches. Last, we propose a roadmap for addressing open challenges in self-aware cloud and datacenter applications.
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing is the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) paradigm
under which services are provisioned by their users only when needed, only for as
long as needed, and with payment expected to cover only what is actually used.
Cloud users can today lease infrastructure, platform, software, and other “as a service”, from commercial clouds such as Amazon, SAP, and Google. Governments
and entire industries are building large-scale datacenters that are and will increasingly host cloud computing applications. Not only computation, but also data will be
increasingly part of cloud computing: by 2017, over three-quarters of our and business data will reside in datacenters, according to a recent IDC report [57]. Cloud
applications, often consumed by users as services, already represent over 10% of
the entire ICT market in Europe [24]. Netflix, whose users consume a large fraction
of the US and global Internet traffic, relies on ICT services from Amazon Web Services (AWS)1 . The market, which is increasing in size, diversity of applications, and
sophistication, already exceeds hundreds of millions of users and, as a consequence,
$100 billion world-wide [17]; the cloud market will likely contribute over 100 billion Euro to the European GDP, in 2020 [24]. At this scale and with this importance,
human management of IT resources is prohibitively expensive and, often, too errorprone. Thus, the use of self-awareness techniques to manage cloud applications is
increasingly more present. In this chapter, we analyze the use of self-aware in cloud
computing and its applications.
Cloud applications raise a complex management challenge, derived from the
goals of three main stakeholders: application users, application operators, and cloud
operators. Each of these stakeholders has different requirements, which are often
conflicting. For example, application users could demand that an interactive application is always responsive, even under bursty arrivals of user-issued commands.
To meet this demand, application operators could require that enough capacity is
always provided by cloud operators, yet only want to pay for what is actually consumed. Tension arises between performance and other requirements, and the cost of
operation. As a consequence, the management challenge is to optimize non-trivial
efficiency metrics and to meet complex service level agreements (SLAs), to an extent that already exceeds the capabilities of human management.
We investigate in this chapter the current state of self-awareness in cloud computing, and in particular datacenter-based cloud computing, and its applications. Our
goals are to introduce practical cases of self-awareness in datacenter applications;
to present a conceptual framework for analyzing state-of-the-art self-awareness approaches used in practice; to map already important and emerging application domains to the conceptual framework of self-awareness approaches used in practice,
and analyze similarities and differences, benefits and costs of self-awareness approaches; and to identify and analyze open challenges in self-aware cloud and datacenter applications, and propose a roadmap for advancing the state-of-the-art. The
main contribution is structured as follows.
1
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In Section 2, we introduce a framework for the analysis of self-awareness techniques used in cloud computing and its applications. Our framework consists of a
structured way to analyze the types of applications, of problems, and of approaches
for which self-awareness is relevant in practice. The framework also structures the
analysis of directions for future research. Although the framework is currently built
to serve the analysis of self-awareness in cloud computing and its applications, and
thus is adapted to the operational conditions in cloud computing (metrics, stakeholders, etc.), the framework could be extended to other domains. We show the
usefulness of this framework by applying it in practice, with the results presented in
the next sections.
In Section 3, we focus on eight popular or emerging application domains, described as application domains with important commercial, scientific, governance,
and other societal impact. Although any application domain is applicable, the market volume and the number of users, today or in the foreseeable future, are important
criteria for selecting the application domains for this chapter. Among the selected
applications are business applications, compute-intensive and data-intensive batch
processing, data-stream processing, online gaming, partial processing, and cyberphysical applications. Some of these applications, such as online gaming, partial
processing, and cyber-physical applications are emerging in terms of number of
users and adoption of cloud technology. We also include in this section the workloads generated by the datacenters themselves, which can be seen as overhead, but
are already consuming large amounts of resources and must meet complex, albeit
internal, SLAs.
In Section 4, we identify ten types of problems that are already addressed by
self-awareness techniques. The types of problems selected for this section include:
recovery planning, autoscaling of resources, runtime architectural reconfiguration
and load balancing, fault-tolerance in distributed systems, energy-proportionality,
workload prediction, performance isolation, diagnosis and troubleshooting, discovery of application topology, and intrusion detection and prevention. Some of these
problems, such as autoscaling, energy-proportionality, performance isolation, and
intrusion detection and prevention, have developed a new form or even appeared
specifically in the context of cloud computing.
In Section 5, we identify and analyze seven types of self-awareness approaches
used in practice: feedback control based techniques, metric optimization with constraints, machine learning based techniques, portfolio scheduling, self-aware architecture reconfiguration, and stochastic performance models. Although none of these
approaches is unique to cloud computing, their adaptation to cloud computing and
its applications is non-trivial.
In Section 6, we identify and analyze four directions for future use of selfawareness approaches for cloud computing and its applications. We focus on directions that are not only needed for practical applications, but for which we can
already envision the next research steps and that the results of this research can be
put in practice in the following 3–5 years.
Our survey of applications, problems, self-awareness approaches, and open challenges in self-awareness is by far not exhaustive. However, we study for each broad
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Fig. 1 Conceptual structure of our framework for understanding the practice of using selfawareness techniques for managing and scheduling cloud applications. Each box represents a type.
See text for a description of the different line-styles.

types with existing popularity and likely future impact. Moreover, we envision that
the approach we take in this work will also be useful for studying other types.
This chapter is the result of original work by the authors, and in particular the
survey started during the Dagstuhl Seminar 15041, “Model-driven Algorithms and
Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems”.

2 Overview of the Framework
We propose a framework for understanding the practice of using self-awareness
techniques for managing and scheduling cloud applications. This framework, whose
conceptual structure is depicted in Figure 1, follows the structure of a natural discussion about the field, with three main questions and a format for answering them
that is conductive to surveying the field. The first is the question that triggers practitioners to select an existing self-awareness technique or to develop a new such
technique: Which cloud applications raise the challenges that self-awareness techniques are particularly good in addressing? Answering this question requires an
understanding of the nature and characteristics of self-awareness challenges that
affect cloud applications. Thus, the second question is Which are the important selfawareness challenges for cloud applications? As a third question, Which are the
self-awareness approaches that address the self-awareness challenges in this context? Last, a fourth question focuses on the future: Assuming a research horizon of
3-5 years, what are the most promising directions for future research in enabling
self-aware cloud applications?
Answering the first three questions is sufficient to yield a survey of cloud applications whose self-awareness challenges are addressed or resolved in practice by self-
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awareness approaches (techniques, methods, best-practices, or even entire methodologies). For example, mapping all the different ¡application-challenge-approach
paths¿ can create a survey of the entire space in Figure 1. In the same figure, it is easy
to group together applications leading to the same challenge, such as the three cloud
applications depicted using dotted lines; a similar observation can be made about
challenges that can be addressed with different types of self-awareness approaches.
The survey is practical, in that a complete ¡application-challenge-approach¿ path,
such as the path depicted with thick lines in Figure 1, can be directly considered by
the practitioner.
The first three questions in our framework are also necessary. There are hundreds of application types commonly used in software engineering practice, as indicated for example by the extensive taxonomy of Forward and Lethbridge [32].
Thus, surveying without the guidance of specific applications provided by the first
question could lead to a variety of self-awareness challenges and approaches, all
with the merit of being applicable, but without much proof of use in cloud context.
Without the specific problems provided by the second question, the self-awareness
techniques could be used in a variety of cases, limited only by the creativity of the
designer and by the difficulty of proving their benefit for practical use. Thus, limiting the survey to the set of challenges that are currently addressed in the context
of cloud applications is necessary; we address this through the combined expertise
of the authors regarding the field. Last, although many self-awareness techniques
already exist, not all have yet been applied to cloud settings. Thus, surveying could
go well beyond the scope of the third question, and generic techniques that may not
work well (enough) in practice will also be surveyed.
For answering the first three questions, our framework proposes a structure to
analyze the types of applications, of problems, and of approaches for which selfawareness is relevant in practice. For each application type, we propose that each
answer should include:
1. A practical description of the application, including if possible a definition and
an analysis of the importance of the application (e.g., number of users, market
size), all expressed for the context in which the application appears in the cloud.
2. An analysis of the components that appear in typical workloads for this application, including if possible a description of how the components are structured
(e.g., multi-tier, bag of tasks, workflow).
3. A survey of typical metrics of interest for the application type, including if possible the main trade-offs when many conflicting metrics exist.
4. A list of typical self-awareness challenges (problems) affecting the deployment
of these applications in cloud settings. This list anticipates the answers to and
should be built in parallel with answering to the second question in our framework.
5. A list of typical self-awareness approaches, techniques, and methodologies (selfaware elements). This list anticipates the answers to and should be built in parallel with answering to the third question in our framework.
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For each type of self-aware challenge (problem), we propose that each answer
should include:
1. A description of the context in which the problem appears, including an example
or another practical detail.
2. A description of the problem itself.
3. An analysis of the expected advancement in solving the problem, that selfawareness approaches may provide.
4. An analysis of the expected impact on application types, including a list of
types of cloud applications that would be (positively) affected by self-awareness
approaches alleviating or solving the problem.
For each type of self-aware approach, we propose that each answer should include:
1. A description of the self-aware approach, including if possible a contrast with
non-self-awareness techniques.
2. An analysis of the expected impact that using the self-awareness approach can
have on the application, in practice.
3. A description of the main technical details of the self-awareness approach.
4. A set of use cases in which the self-aware approach is used in practice. This last
part of the answer effectively maps popular and emerging application domains
to the set of self-awareness approaches, enabling a qualitative comparison of
practical characteristics, benefits, and drawbacks of self-awareness approaches.
The framework also structures the analysis of directions for future research. We
leverage here the collective expertise of the authors, in which important questions
are proposed by individuals and discussed by the community. By iterating this process, we believe the community can propose and refine its own most important goals.
The results of the first iteration are shared with everyone interested to help the community make progress, through the text in Section 6.
In the following sections, we show the results of our survey using the proposed
framework. In turn, we cover types of cloud applications (Section 3), types of problems (Section 4), and types of approaches (Section 5), and end with a set of open
challenges for self-aware cloud applications (Section 6).

3 Types of Applications
In this section, we present the following eight types of applications that already
benefit from the use of self-awareness techniques.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enterprise applications
Computing-intensive batch processing
Data-intensive batch processing
Data-stream processing
Workloads generated by datacenter operations
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6. Online gaming
7. Partial and delayed processing
8. Cyber-physical applications
Each of these selected applications is already popular, or generates a significant
amount of revenue, or is critical to the operation of many businesses, or uses a
significant amount of resources, or is promising to emerge as such; often, the applications we select have a combination of these characteristics.

3.1 Enterprise Applications
Description: We reuse the definition of enterprise applications proposed by Shen
et al. [119]: ”the user-facing and backend services, generally supporting business
decisions and operations and commonly contracted under strict SLA requirements,
whose downtime or even just low performance will lead to reduced productivity,
loss of revenue, customer departure, or even legal actions. These workloads include enterprise multi-tier applications, and business-critical workloads that often
include applications in the solvency domain or other decision-making tools. Other
applications that characterize business-critical workloads are email, collaboration,
database, ERP, CRM, and management services, when used in conjunction with
other workloads.” [119]

3.1.1 Multi-Tier Enterprise Applications
Application components: Multi-tier enterprise applications refer to those webbased business applications that are architected as a collection of cooperating components, organized as multiple logical tiers. The most common three-tier architecture consists of a presentation tier, an application tier, and a database tier. The presentation tier receives client requests to the application, the application tier handles
the business logic, and in turn interacts with the database tier to obtain and store persistent data. Typical examples for such applications are Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Customer Relationship typically subject to an interactive workload,
consisting of many small requests. Different types of requests often incur different loads on the system (e.g., read- vs. write-intensive transactions, compute- vs.
data-intensive workloads). The multi-tier architecture makes it challenging to implement self-awareness schemes for such applications, as there may be complex
control flows between the different tiers, and each tier may have different resource
requirements and performance bottlenecks. With the trend towards service-oriented
architectures, the different tiers are often split into different services, making the
control flow even more complex.
Metrics of interest: These include, but are not limited to, availability - measured
by the percentage of time the application service remains up and running; reliability
- is the ratio of successful requests to the total number of requests; performance
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- characterized by such metrics as throughput (requests/sec) and request response
times; resource (CPU, memory, I/O) utilization metrics of the underlying system;
and cost - characterized by metrics related to financial and energetic cost.
Typical problems: Performance isolation and service differentiation, trading-off
between multiple metrics of interest, diagnosis and troubleshooting, dynamic load
balancing, end-to-end service level assurance, and autoscaling of resources.
Typical self-aware elements: Metric optimization [84], metric trade-off [6], machine learning [102, 129], feedback control [63, 65, 84, 114], stochastic performance
models [6, 121], and statistical estimation [78] are the main approaches researchers
have applied to help create self-aware multi-tier applications.

3.1.2 Business-Critical Applications
Application components: Business-critical workloads often include applications
that provide support for decision-making, such as Monte Carlo simulations, financial and other types of modeling applications programmed as tightly coupled parallel jobs of relatively small size, but also the regular management services described
in Section 3.1.1. It is typical for the system user to not specify the applications,
due to privacy and business secrecy. Instead, users request service expressed only
in SLA terms, e.g., number and size of virtual machines, generally provisioned for
long periods of time and operated by the user’s IT team. The current practice in the
datacenter is to require engineering confirmation for the most important provisioning and allocation decisions, especially at the initial installation of the long-running
virtual machines. Self-aware resource management and scheduling tools [125] provide advice that engineers may take into account.
Metrics of interest: Various traditional metrics, including latency and throughput, and reliability and system load. Risk-related metrics, such as the risk score [125],
which expresses the risk of significant under-performance and thus penalties paid by
the service operator to the service user, and loss of trust.
Typical problems: Reduce the risk of low performance. Use resources efficiently. Avoid system overload and unavailability.
Typical self-aware elements: Portfolio scheduling [125]. Topology-aware resource management [125]2 . Prediction of runtimes and resource occupancy. Binpacking-based optimization.

3.2 Compute-Intensive Batch Processing
Description: Compute-intensive batch processing includes workloads where computation, rather than data I/O and movement, consumes the largest part of the
runtime and of the consumed resources, and is thus the main focus of resource
2

Commercial products in this domain are scarce. Notable products include VMware’s open-source
Project Serengeti http://www.vmware.com/hadoop/serengeti
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management and scheduling. This type of application has evolved much over the
past few decades, from select few users running large parallel jobs on supercomputers (late 1980s and early 1990s), to practically every research and engineering
lab running in multi-cluster grids many small, independent tasks [60], integrated
through scripts into mostly compute-intensive jobs (mid-1990s to today). These
bags of tasks (BoTs), which are effectively conveniently parallel implementations
of scientific and engineering applications (e.g., simulations), have emerged as a response to transitioning from the expensive supercomputers that offered high performance and availability, to commodity hardware that crashes often. Beginning
with the early 2000s, workflows of inter-dependent tasks, where dependencies are
expressed programmatically and inter-task data transfers occur through batch transfers of (typically POSIX) files, have also become increasingly more common in
practice [60, 62].

3.2.1 Compute-Intensive Batch Processing In Clusters
Application components: Workloads include bags of predominantly sequential
tasks and small-scale parallel jobs (in engineering and research labs).
Metrics of interest: Throughput, response time/bounded slowdown, makespan
for BoTs and normalized schedule length for workflows.
Typical problems: Increase throughput, reduce response time, and in particular
the (bounded) slowdown/makespan for BoTs and the (normalized) schedule length
for workflows. Balance performance and cost.
Typical self-aware elements: Traditional techniques for dynamic and adaptive scheduling and resource management. Flagship projects include Condor [124],
Globus [33], and, more recently, Mesos [55].

3.2.2 Compute-Intensive Batch Processing In and Across Datacenters
Application components: At the scale of entire datacenters and in multi-datacenter
environments, that is, on the order of 10,000 to over 100,000 machines, load is submitted by thousands of users. Workloads come from scientific computing, financial,
engineering, and other domains, and are dominated by bags of tasks of highly diverse size and resource demand [60].
Metrics of interest: User metrics are similar to those in the cluster context, but
also include aggregate measures of the fraction of deadlines and throughput goals
satisfied under extreme conditions such as large-scale failures and flash crowds.
Energy costs. Metrics interesting to datacenter managers include scalability, availability, load balance, and achievable utilization.
Typical problems: Load balancing, particularly across data centers. Handling
dynamic variations in load, both due to normal bursty behavior, time-of-day effects,
and failures. Enabling high utilization of resources without excessive impact on
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performance and with performance isolation across the workloads many diverse
users.
Typical self-aware elements: Resource management that is aware of dynamic
loads, service-level objectives, and failure/maintenance issues. Examples include
automatic job queue reconfiguration [26], self-aware job managers [60], and largescale datacenter management systems [113, 126].

3.3 Data-Intensive Batch Processing
Description: There is a plethora of application domains including commercial applications, retail and science domains, that generate big data (large volume, high
variety, low veracity, etc.) Data-intensive batch processing involves systems to process sets of big data without an expectation of interactive data-processing sessions.
The essence of such systems is the processing by a cluster of compute nodes of
data that are typically stored on distributed storage, with intermediary results stored
in-memory or on disks local to each node. The nodes collectively execute software
that coordinates the distribution and computation of the data set across the nodes
according to the semantics of the processing. We categorise these systems into the
following two categories.

3.3.1 MapReduce-Based Data-Intensive Batch Processing
Application components: MapReduce is a popular programming model for developing and executing distributed data-intensive and compute-intensive applications
on clusters of commodity computers. A MapReduce job is an instance of a running
MapReduce program and is comprised of Map and Reduce tasks. Tasks are executed
according to the programming model, but embed functions (code) provided by the
user. High performance and fault-tolerance are two key features of typical MapReduce runtime environments. They are achieved by automatic task scheduling; data
placement, partitioning and replication; and failure detection and task re-execution.
The strength of MapReduce is in data-intensive batch processing. The MapReduce model has proven to be versatile in industry, where it is used for many Big Data
tasks including log processing, image processing, and machine learning. For example, MapReduce has been used to learn conditional probability tables of Bayesian
Networks (BNs). Both traditional parameter learning (complete data) and the classical Expectation Maximization algorithm (incomplete data) can be formulated within
the MapReduce model [8, 9].
Metrics of interest: Performance metrics such as job response time and throughput (jobs/minute), and data input and output (IOPS); reliability - measured as the
ratio of successful MapReduce job requests to the total number of requests; various
cost metrics; other low-level MapReduce metrics related to the number, length, and
status (i.e., success or failure) of MapReduce jobs and tasks.
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Typical problems: Performance and dependability guarantees, trading-off between multiple metrics of interest. Chains and workflows of MapReduce jobs
are useful [52], but could be difficult to manage and troubleshoot. Vicissitude–
workflows of MapReduce jobs lead to diverse challenges, by stressing different system resources at different or even the same time [39]. Workloads can be dominated
by a few MapReduce jobs, used periodically or in bursts [13].
Typical self-aware elements: Performance models [115], performance management and guarantees [10], self-aware architecture reconfiguration [40].

3.3.2 Other Data-Intensive Batch Processing
Application components: Many programming models for data-intensive batch processing, and significantly different from MapReduce, exist today [92, 93, 132–134].
Such systems rely on functional, imperative, or dataflow models to express computations. For example, many systems implementing radically different programming
models compete in the batch graph-processing space [47].
Metrics of interest: Response time, recovery time, and cost. Some these systems [92, 134] are also designed to support low-latency results, to provide support
to process data and deliver results in near-real-time.
Typical problems: Handling workload variations and data recovery after machine failures. Synchonization of data state when processing spans many nodes. For
graph processing, the algorithm but also its input data set affect performance significantly, but predicting how is challenging. Auto-scaling is very challenging, due to
the possible need to transfer large state.
Typical self-aware elements: Recovering from failures. Scaling to additional
nodes to handle workload variations and arbitrary computation.

3.4 Data-Stream Processing
Description: We observe an avalanche of data continuously generated from various
sources such as sensor networks, business operations, web applications, and social
networks. There is a pressing need to process such data in real-time. For example,
several companies like Facebook and LinkedIn used to analyze their daily web logs
to better support their operations [111], but are shifting to real-time analysis.
Application Components: Data stream processing (DSP) involves the real-time
processing of data that are continuously generated from several distributed sources
at time-varying rates. Data analysis is represented via user queries that describe the
type of processing users wish to operate over source data. DSP queries are typically
represented by directed dataflow graphs where vertices correspond to operators and
directed edges indicate the flow of data among operators. Each operator typically
corresponds to certain parts of the query processing—often associated with well
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defined semantics such as joins, aggregates, filters, etc. Finally, queries are deployed
on a cluster of nodes, referred to as data stream processing systems (DSPSs).
Metrics of interest: Primarily, query performance on a DSP is measured via
the delivery of low-latency and high-throughput results regardless of the workload
demands and their time-varying variations.
Typical problems: Dynamic workload and operator diversity (e.g., different semantics). Load balancing in fixed datacenter environments [37, 66, 128], architectural reconfiguration and performance isolation in cloud environments [12, 46, 106].
Typical self-aware elemets: Optimization models for resource allocation and
placement [66, 128] and CPU-based heuristics to trigger scale-out operations [12].

3.5 Workloads Generated by Datacenter Operations
Description: Unlike the other applications described in this section, this workload
is created by the system itself, as response to real-input workloads, in particular to
give probabilistic operational guarantees. Typical workloads here are the product
of backup, logging, checkpointing, and recovery systems. Although needed to meet
declarative specifications of the availability, durability, and recovery time requirements, these workloads cause significant reliability-related overheads that need minimization. For example, on the order of 20% of the resources are currently wasted
on failures and spent for recovery in large-scale infrastructure [23].

3.5.1 Addressing Failures in the Datacenter
Application components: Implementing data redundancy for availability and disaster tolerance results in some of the largest workloads in datacenters, especially
regarding data transfer and storage. Resources consumed may include disk and tape
capacity and bandwidth; CPU and memory for redundancy operations (such as encoding); and network bandwidth within and across datacenters.
Metrics of interest: Availability (e.g., expected fraction of time that a desired
data object will not be accessible); durability (annual data loss rates, MTTDL);
amount of data lost during failures (e.g., how far a checkpointed system will need
to rewind); recovery time ( e.g., how long it will take to recover back to a normal
operating state from a failure).
Typical problems: Recovery planning by selecting the combination of redundancy techniques to meet reliability requirements; designing a schedule of backup
operations to fit resource availability and limit interference with other workloads;
designing a schedule of recovery operations after a large-scale failure while enabling diagnosis (see Section 4.1).
Typical self-aware elements: Machine-learning-based techniques, especially
focusing on the monitored workload levels and changes, and component failure
rates. Automated designers combine multiple resilience techniques to meet reli-
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ability and recovery requirements within resource limitations. Both deterministic and stochastic models [71, 98] are used to model the reliability provided by
the resilient system. Design methods include mathematical optimization and metaheuristic techniques [36, 69].

3.5.2 Addressing Failures at Exascale
Application components: The future exascale machines, which will exceed 1 exaflop sustained performance (so, 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than today’s Top500
machines) exacerbate the problems and pose important scale challenges to the aspects observed in Section 3.5.1. Checkpointing and other mechanisms designed for
this scale operate with waves or hierarchies of periodic or triggered operations, either partial or for the entire system, that affect CPU, memory, network, and storage
resources.
Metrics of interest: same as for Section 3.5.1; also energy and human resource
costs (e.g., does recovery require human resources?).
Typical problems: Recovery planning and general automatic recovery approaches
are the key challenge in the field, possibly aided by advanced workload prediction,
with current approaches leading to poor energy proportionality (high energetic cost).
Containment, including performance isolation is important, because correlated (e.g.,
cascading) failures can cause significant problems to other components and applications than affected by the original failure. Diagnosis and troubleshooting pose
important challenges, because at this scale applications can have over a million concurrent threads of execution and are very difficult to debug; even error identification
and reporting are important challenges in exascale systems.
Typical self-aware elements: Various methods, surveyed in a recent overview
of the field [120], among which: stochastic performance models, to trade-off recomputation of results for stored backups and checkpoints; selective checkpointing [99] and redundancy of execution [2], of all or of critical tasks, and on all or a
selection of more reliable resources, to reduce the effects of failures efficiently.

3.6 Online Gaming
Description: Hundreds of online games (OGs) entertain over 250,000,000 online
players, in a global market that generates over 30 billion Euros yearly. Massivizing,
which means to scale efficiently while meeting strict SLAs, is the biggest challenge of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs). We consider here only the
resource management for the in-game virtual world, excluding external processes
such as gaming analytics (similar to Sections 3.3 and 3.4) and game-content generation (not standardized). There are many types of online games, among which the
most popular are online social games (OSG); First-Person Shooters (FPS) and Real-
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Time Strategy games (RTS); and Massively Mutiplayer Online Role-Playing Games
(MMORPG).
Metrics of interest: In general, response time, cost of operation, performance
variability impact as aggregate performance penalty (own metric), time- and spacevarying reliability or availability.
Typical problems: Reduce cost. Balance cost-performance. Impact of performance variability. Unavailability at critical time or for the critical component.

3.6.1 Datacenter-based Approaches
Application components: The most popular OSGs (e.g., the FarmVille series and
Clash of Clans) have over 100 million daily active users, and hundreds of OSGs
attract over 1 million daily active users. OSGs use multi-tier web applications (described earlier) with hundreds of thousands to millions of concurrent yet short-lived
user sessions. Their populations can fluctuate significantly over time, especially during initial deployment and after their peak popularity is gone [100]. MMORPGs
(e.g., World of Warcraft, Destiny) commonly use geographically distributed clusters of servers to support (multi-)hour game sessions. FPS games, e.g., the Call
of Duty series, and RTS games, e.g., the StarCraft and DotA series, typically use
servers to run independent game instance that run for a few tens of minutes; often,
these servers are hosted by gaming-friendly datacenters.
Typical self-aware elements: Self-aware provisioning of resources from datacenters, especially in hybrid clouds, using workload prediction and modeling [94].
Cost-aware operation [95]. Portfolio scheduling [117]. Availability on demand [118].

3.6.2 Offloading of Mobile Interactive Applications
Application components: An emerging application in this space is that of mobile
games that use clouds as offloading target [21]. The structure of such an application is typically a workflow or dataflow, where tasks have inter-dependencies and
typically execute iteratively (the input-update-synchronize cycle common in game
design). Some or all tasks can be offloaded to the cloud. For example, cloud gaming applications offload all update tasks to the cloud and stream back to the mobile
device a video rendering of the current game status [83].
Metrics of interest: The general metrics, plus energy costs, and metrics relating
to more complex costs of operation (e.g., roaming and other special rates).
Typical problems: the general online gaming problems, plus focus on energy.
Typical self-aware elements: Applications may offload only (a part of) computation, data acquisition, or another resource-consuming part. Several, but not many,
feedback and reconfiguration techniques, and stochastic performance models to address which part to offload, where, and how exist [72, 83, 101, 127].
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3.7 Partial and Delayed Processing
Description: Cloud applications have functional requirements on the computations
that they should perform and non-functional requirements on the additional properties that they should have. Some of these requirements can be expressed as incremental requirements on application behavior. For example, the accuracy of the
answer and the reliability of the operation could be bounded in stages. In partial
processing, applications can gradually downgrade user experience to avoid system
saturation.
Partial and delayed processing addresses such requirements. For example, online
shops offer end-users recommendations of similar products, which greatly increases
shopping experience and leads to higher sales—a study found an increase of 50% on
song sales when a group of users where exposed to recommendations [31]. However,
such engines are often highly demanding on computing resources [77], so using
a partial input instead of the entire database of choices could lead to acceptable
recommendations for both users and system. With delayed processing, applications
can extend their response time to cope with overload conditions [64] or perform
more efficient allocation plans in data center placement [86].
Metrics of interest: Typically, (bounded) response time: the latency experienced
by the users or the latency to deliver results in real-time data stream processing.
Also, reliability, and cost to produce the results.
Typical problems: In addition to traditional requirements, dynamic loads and
variable number of users, making dynamic resource provisioning necessary [108].
Unexpected events and potential failures, such as high load-peaks [11], software
and hardware failures [48, 96], and lack of performance isolation when workload
consolidation occurs [87].
Typical self-aware elements: For partial processing, enabling and disabling optional components on the fly [75,76], which leads to bounded response time [22,75]
and ability to address multiple failures [76]. Stochastic performance models can
help in analyzing the trade-offs of use of content vs. capacity requirements [79],
and of use of content vs. response time [97].
Stochastic performance models can also be applied to incremental processing [91] where the response is produced incrementally by successive refinements
of a preliminary answer, until the time limit is reached. In some cases, extending
the response time slightly (e.g., a few seconds every hour) is typically unnoticeable for users, but solving this optimization problem with flexible constraints can
significantly reduce the impact of overloads [64, 86].

3.8 Cyber-Physical Applications
Description: In cyber-physical system (CPS) applications [107], a computing system interacts with the physical world in some non-trivial manner. While originally
exemplified by closed embedded systems, such as industrial automation, the scope
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of CPS applications has grown over the years to include larger open systems such
as disaster response [38], medical applications [80], energy management [58], and
vehicular control [74].
Metrics of interest: There are two often conflicting evaluation metrics for CPS
applications: safety and performance. They are typically at odds. Attaining higher
performance often requires greater coupling between components, but such coupling introduces complexity and pathways for failure propagation which may compromize safety.
Typical problems: A self-aware architecture should offer ways to meet both
safety and performance requirements despite the conflict between them. Adaptation
is needed to attain good trade-offs, as discussed in the examples below.

3.8.1 Medical Applications
Application components: Consider a future implanted smart insulin pump for a
diabetis parient. Multiple control mechanisms may be present that take measurements of activity levels from accelerometers and measurements of sugar levels in
the bloodstream to modulate insulin delivery. While inner control loops will run locally, there is an opportunity to perform some predictive optimization in the cloud
based on context derived from user location, synch’ed calendar, and other factors.
Decisions on where to execute which functionality at what time may be revisited
dynamically to adapt to different network and patient conditions, as well the current
control objectives (see Section 5.1 for details).
Metrics of interest: The safety requirement may specify that the pump shall
never overdose the patient (which could be fatal). A performance requirement may
specify that the pump should predictively adapt its output depending on the person’s
activity and food intake. The predictive aspect is key, because the human body has
too large of a response time for purely reactive (feedback) control schemes to offer
tight sugar regulation.
Typical Problems: Attaining better predictions requires exploitation of more
information. Acquisition of this additional information comes at the cost of having
to connect to other less reliable subsystems (e.g., the cloud), creating dependencies
that may act as pathways for failure propagation and hence safety violations. Hence,
a conflict manifests between performance and safety.
Typical self-aware elements: The need to reconcile safety and performance
gives rise to a new type of adaptation, where the system toggles between meeting
performance objectives and meeting safety objectives, depending on current state. In
the nominal (normal operation) state, the system optimizes performance. However,
when system approaches boundaries of safety, the objective switches to enforcement of safety, even if performance is affected. This approach is commonly referred
to as the Simplex architectural pattern [18]. For example, when the insulin pump
observes large deviations in patient’s blood sugar levels, it may switch to a simple
PID control mode based only on trusted local sensors and disconnect itself from the
less reliable cloud inputs that might be offering bad predictions.
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3.8.2 Vehicular Applications
Application components: Vehicles are an interesting and emerging case study for
CPSs. Up until now, development has focused on making the individual more autonomous. While this trend continues, we believe there will be an increasing emphasis on (i) communication between vehicles of different degrees of autonomy;
(ii) careful sharing of CPS information resources; and (iii) system health management [14].
Metrics of interest: Safety requirements might be that a vehicle shall avoid hitting other vehicles or pedestrians; traffic signs shall be obeyed. Performance requirements could be to minimize fuel consumption and travel time.
Typical problems: Better performance may be achieved by exploiting global
information, typically from a cloud service. The service might include a database
of all traffic signs, estimates of current traffic conditions, and a schedule of traffic
signals. This information can be used to plan itineraries and driving speeds such
that fuel, trip time, and other passenger preferences are optimized. To ensure safety,
however, only reliable sensors that are local to the car should be used in making
decisions. However, these sensors have only a local view and may miss various
performance optimization opportunities.
Typical self-aware elements: To attain a good trade-off between safety and
performance, a local override mechanism is needed to take control when a safety
requirement is about to be violated. For example, if the perceived state at an approaching intersection is different from that reported by the cloud (e.g., light is red,
not green), the local override should take over and manage the car based on local
sensors only. The idea is to use the subset of most reliable information only, when
the system state is close to a safety violation boundary, while exploiting additional
less reliable sources for optimization in other states.

4 Types of Problems
In this section, we identify the following ten types of problems that affect cloud
applications, and that can benefit from the use of self-awareness techniques.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Recovery planning
Autoscaling of resources
Runtime architectural reconfiguration and load balancing
Fault-tolerance in distributed systems
Energy-proportionality and energy-efficient operation
Workload prediction
Performance isolation
Diagnosis and troubleshooting
Discovery of application topology
Intrusion detection and prevention
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4.1 Recovery Planning
Context: Enterprise storage systems are designed to be resilient to failures, but
when a large failure occurs—for example, a datacenter level failure—recovery is
a complex process, and frequently involves some application downtime. It is important to recover the most important applications quickly; but What is the sequence of
recovery operations that will minimize the damage? [69] and What can prevent the
failure from reactivating? [120]
Problem: When an enterprise storage system experiences a large failure, critical
applications must be recovered quickly, even at the expense of additional downtime
for less important applications. Administrators are under stress, and have little time
to design the best sequence of recovery operations, and the default methods may be
far from optimal, since each failure can be different. Preventing the re-occurrence
of the failure, for example by isolating, reconfiguring, or micro-rebooting the failed
component, also requires careful planning. A self-aware recovery system that understands the failures, the criticality of the applications to be restored, and the possible
recovery options, can propose or even automatically implement a customized recovery plan.
Expected Advancement: By codifying the recovery operations, the cost of
downtime for applications, and what is needed to bring each application back up
so that future failures are also avoided, it is possible to model many possible recovery plans. An automated system can select an optimal schedule that balances
recovery targets with cost and resource waste.
Expected Impact on Application Types: A recovery planning optimizer should
be integrated with the overall mechanisms for managing backups, failures, and related workloads in datacenters (see Section 3.5.1). Clearly, the availability of resources (such as inter-datacenter bandwidth) impacts the recovery process, and
should be planned accordingly. In the other direction, the design of the backup
and restore mechanisms should be visible to the recovery planner in a way that enables introspection, modeling, and update when the mechanisms or the applications
change.

4.2 Autoscaling of Resources
Context: Many applications are subject to time-varying workloads. For instance,
workloads of internet and enterprise applications typically contain time patterns
(e.g., day vs. night, seasonal effects), long-term trends (e.g., increasing customer
base), and bursts (e.g., flashcrowds of interest for content).
Problem: As a consequence of time-varying workloads, sizing a system for the
expected peak workload is very inefficient (by orders-of-magnitude!) and may be infeasible if the workloads are hardly predictable. Therefore, a system should be able
to dynamically acquire and release resources (e.g., number of replicated VMs) as required for serving the current workload with a certain level of performance. Target
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levels for the application performance may be specified in Service-level Agreements
(SLAs). Cloud computing provides the required flexibility to dynamically change
the amount of resources allocated to applications. However, scaling controllers in
state-of-the-art cloud platforms are following simple trigger-based approaches (e.g.,
if “utilization is above a given threshold, add one VM”), lacking knowledge about
the structure and behavior of the application. Moreover, few are able to respond to
rapid, bursty load transitions [35]. Scaling controllers when data processes require
non-trivial management, for example for big data processing (see Section 3.3) are
even more difficult to design [40].
Expected Advancement: A certain self-awareness of the system is required to
take acceptable or even optimal decisions about when to scale an application vertically or horizontally and by what amount of resources; about which part of an
application to scale if the application is comprised of multiple tiers, components or
tasks, or concurrent threads of execution; about which (part of the) application to
ensure against the risk of under-performance or failure; etc. Ideally, the self-aware
system will be able to enforce high-level objectives as specified in SLAs (e.g., endto-end response times and maximum risk of SLA breaches).
Expected Impact on Application Types: Autoscaling affects resource provisioning in both multi-tier enterprise applications (Section 3.1), and componentbased applications such as data-intensive batch processing (Section 3.3), data stream
processing (Section 3.4), and datacenter-based online gaming (Section 3.6.1). This
allows the auto-scaled applications to meet their quality of service goals in spite of
increased workload demands.

4.3 Runtime Architectural Reconfiguration and Load Balancing
Context: For many of the applications we describe in Section 3, the conditions they
are operating under can change at runtime. These include workloads from users or
other systems interacting with the application, resource usage pattens of the application itself, component failures from the hosting platform, as well as competing
demands from other applications sharing the same infrastructure.
Problem: In contrast to autoscaling, which keeps the same architecture while
changing the scale of the system, architectural reconfiguration is a family of techniques that reconfigure some architectural components of the overall system. When
workload changes occur, the current architecture of the system may become obsolete. For example, even if individual virtual clusters can auto-scale, the overall architecture of how the virtual clusters are deployed on the physical infrastructure also
need self-aware capabilities. A self-aware architecture should reconfigure and manage its components, for example by resizing its queues and changing their scheduling policies, or by changing the paths for sharing loads between different queues.
Another common problem in managing a cluster of resources (e.g., servers or
storage devices) is how to automatically balance the load across the cluster. This
involves migrating workloads from one server or device to another quickly and
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without any downtime to the applications. Load blancing can also happen among
multiple clusters running similar or different workloads.
A further complication can arise in data centers with thousands of hosts and
services where some services have affinity or anti-affinity constraints. For example,
a service and its backup service should not reside on the same host (anti-affinity),
while it is perferred to have a user interface service and its corresponding DB service
on the same host (affinity). It is a challenge to maximize the utilization of the servers
while providing a high-quality user experience and not violating these constraints.
Expected Advancement: Runtime reconfiguration and load balancing typically
require solving an online optimization problem, whose objective involves specific
performance or availability metrics. First, for each type of applications, such metrics need to be identified, collected, and calculated in real time. Second, we need to
develop techniques for quantifying the cost of each reconfiguration step (e.g., an architectural change or a VM migration) and for weighing the cost against the benefit
of the reconfiguration. Thrid, we need frameworks for dealing with the fundamental
tradeoff between faster response and stability. Finally, advances on load rebalancing
optimization under affinity or anti-affinity constraints are expected, especially with
the ever increasing scale and complexity of such problems.
Expected Impact on Application Types: Runtime reconfiguration benefits especially applications who are not negatively impacted by the duration and other
costs of reconfiguration. Among such applications are batch processing applications, either compute-intensive (Section 3.2) or data-intensive (Section 3.3), and
some data-stream processing applications (Section 3.4).

4.4 Fault-Tolerance in Distributed Systems
Context: Due to ever-increasing scale and complexity, hardware and software faults
(which lead to errors, which may lead to a failure) in cloud computing infrastructures are the norm rather than the exception [5, 43]. This is why many from the
application classes introduced in Section 3 include fault-tolerance techniques, such
as replication, early in their design [49].
Problem: Failures in cloud infrastructures are often correlated in time and
space [34, 131], which means they a failure may affect tens to hundreds of nodes,
or even entire datacenters. Therefore, it may be economically inefficient for the service provider to provision enough spare capacity for dealing with all failures in a
satisfactory manner. When correlated failures occur, the service may saturate, i.e.,
it can no longer serve users in a timely manner. This in turn leads to dissatisfied
users, that may abandon the service, thus incurring long-term revenue loss to the service provider. Note that the saturated service causes infrastructure overload, which
by itself may trigger additional failures [15], thus aggravating the initial situation.
Hence, a mechanism is required to deal with rare, cascading failures, that feature
temporary capacity shortage. The main problem is to maintain bounded response
times in the presence of failure, while wasting an acceptable amount of resources
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(today, about 20% of the entire capacity, but the goal for exascale systems is to waste
under 2% [120]). The problem of fault handling also includes a component about
preventing fault re-occurrence, which includes elements of diagnosis, troubleshooting, isolation, and (micro-)rebooting. [120]
Expected Advancement: Advances are expected in the use of control theory
with the brownout approach, in smart load-balancing using knowledge gained with
control, in self-checking and self-diagnosing, and in self-reconfiguration and in
smart decisions about micro-reboots. Using these techniques, the applications perform better at hiding faults from the user, as measured in the number of timeouts a
user would observe.
Expected Impact on Application Types: This problem affects request-response
applications (Section 3.7).

4.5 Energy-Proportionality and Energy-Efficient Operation
Context: A problem tightly related to autoscaling is one of energy proportionality.
Workloads in many applications are becoming more data-centric. In other words,
the data volume, and not the algorithmic complexity, is becoming the primary contributor to resource consumption. Single pass algorithms are used on most streaming
data, and their complexity is largely linear in the data size. Moving data across machines is therefore very expensive, compared to the cost of data processing.
Problem: It is hard to design systems where resources operate at capacity all the
time. Necessarily, some resources will not be fully utilized. Solution such as autoscaling could become prohibitively expensive if they involve frequent data movement. On the other hand, in the absence of autoscaling, some machines will not be
fully utilized. This operating mode exposes a problem with most current data center
hardware; namely, energy proportionality (or, rather, lack thereof). A server that is
only 30% utilized may be using 80% of the energy needed at full load. One needs
to design solutions where energy consumption shrinks proportionally to load.
Expected Advancement: Attaining energy proportionality in data-centric applications is challenging. It requires algorithms that minimize unnecessary data movement, while performing autoscaling. These algorithms must amortize cost of data
movement over time [82]. The latter may require a prediction of future data access
patterns [68].
Expected Impact on Application Types: Energy proportionality will benefit
both data-centric multi-tier enterprise applications and stream processing applications by allowing them to operate in a more energy efficient manner while minimizing the need for data movement.
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4.6 Workload Prediction
Context: The increased volume of data involved in modern cloud applications suggests that initial data placement will play a big role in application performance and
energy consumption. Improper placement will create future load imbalance (e.g.,
if many popular items are collocated) or needlessly increase energy consumption
(e.g., if infrequently accessed items are placed together with some frequently accessed ones thus preventing machines from being turned off). There is a chapter
“Online Workload Forecasting” that discusses this issues in further detail, from both
a time-series and a machine learning perspective.
Problem: In (nearly) stateless services, such as serving requests for static Web
pages, a load balancer can rectify imbalance problems simply by distributing future
requests in a more equitable fashion. In applications where moving data is costly, it
is harder to predict computing load because such load has a substantial data affinity.
Hence, data placement dictates where computation runs. Getting the placement right
in the first place becomes important. This motivates techniques for predicting future
access patterns to data items at the time these items first enter the system and are
stored [68].
Expected Advancement: Self-awareness techniques that can understand and
represent efficiently the state of the system. Collecting and summarizing monitoring data at the scales expected for cloud computing infrastructures and workloads is
challenging, yet needed. Proper data access pattern prediction techniques will minimize the need for moving data unnecessarily, and hence improve both performance
and energy consumption of data centers. For example, data predicted to be of no
further interest could be moved proactively to servers that operate in more aggressive energy saving modes, or are in places that are harder to cool, hence saving
energy. Similarly, data predicted to be popular could be partitioned among a sufficient number of servers, reducing the chances of developing hotspots and needing to
relocate some of the data to other machines. To conclude, increasing awareness for
the lowest possible cost is an important trade-off that remains largely unexplored.
Expected Impact on Application Types: Most cloud computing applications
will benefit from some form of workload prediction.

4.7 Performance Isolation
Context: Support for multi-tenancy is an important feature of clouds. For example,
SaaS offerings are typically implemented by multi-tenant application architectures.
Multi-tenancy means that different tenants from separate organizations are sharing
the same application instance and see their own tenant-specific view of the data
and functionality. Thus, the operator of a SaaS provider can increase the efficiency
compared to running separate application instances.
Problem: The tenants of a cloud service may, unwillingly or even willingly,
affect the operation of the system and thus each other. If one tenant exceeds its
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shared portion, or if the services are oversubscribed and the rightful tenants access
the service simultaneously, the performance as experienced by the other tenants can
fluctuate or even depreciate significantly. Likely because of (lack of) performance
isolation, SaaS, but also PaaS and IaaS clouds, can experience high variability in the
performance of their service [61].
Expected Advancement: To ensure performance isolation in such disruptive
scenarios, per-request admission control is required, that automatically throttles
users exceeding their quota to avoid breaking the SLAs of other tenants.
Expected Impact on Application Types: Multi-tier enterprise applications in a
cloud environment need both performance isolation among different application instances (e.g., on IaaS) [84, 103] or different tenants of the same application instance
(e.g., on SaaS) [78].

4.8 Diagnosis and Troubleshooting
Context: When an application or service goes down or fails to reach the service
level objective (SLO) regarding its end-to-end performance, one needs to engage in
the process of diagnosis and troubleshooting.
Problem: The key problem is to identify the faulty component that has caused the
failure, or the associated performance bottleneck that has led to the service degradation. This can be challenging due to the increasingly more complex and distributed
nature of modern applications, their growing space of configurations, the typically
time-varying workload demands, and the applications’ dependency on a variety of
hardware resources, such as processors, memory, storage and network I/O devices,
as well as software resources, such as locks, threads, and connection pools.
Expected Advancement: Traditionally, maintenance personnel, system administrators or datacenter operators perform diagnosis and troubleshooting manually,
using a combination of logs, performance charts, best practices menus, and their domain knowledge, which is time consuming and error prone. With the utilization of
self-awareness techniques, we should build management services that can automatically determine the likely causes of failures or performance problems [73,129,130].
Expected Impact on Application Types: Applications from enterprise multitier systems to networked cyber-physical front-ends can benefit from automatic diagnosis and troubleshooting, resulting in shorter durations of failures or servicelevel violations, and reduced cost in management and operations. Prior work addresses system health management, including diagnostics and prognostics capabilities [88, 110, 112], application troubleshooting [73], and troubleshooting uncoordinated self-aware managers [54].
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4.9 Discovery of Application Topology
Context: Automatic discovery of application topology or runtime architecture is a
required feature for any mature application performance monitoring or management
solutions, according to the Gartner APM Conceptual Framework [109].
Problem: The problem here is to automate the process of identifying the relationship and dependency among individual application components at runtime, as
well as how they are mapped to the physical infrastructure (e.g., servers), with no or
only minimum input from human operators.
Expected Advancement: To solve the above problem, one needs to implement
real-time, fine-grained tracing of individual transactions as they traverse through the
execution paths of the application. Such monitoring solutions can be passive [3] or
require intrumentation at the kernel, middleware, or application level [7]. Statistical
techniques for inferring correlations or discovering dependencies are often needed.
Expected Impact on Application Types: Having access to an accurate application topology can help diagnose or debug performance degradations and discover
hidden performance bottlenecks in multi-tier enterprise applications (Section 3.1.1)
during their operation [3, 7] or help identify potential root causes of observed failures through event correlation.

4.10 Intrusion Detection and Prevention
Context: In cloud environments, different applications coming from diverse organizations may share the same physical resources. Depending on the cloud service
model (IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS), the data-center owner has different levels of control
over the executed application and their configuration. Vulnerabilities in the infrastructure software (e.g., hypervisors) or in shared services (e.g., storage services) can
be exploited to widen an attack from any application to any other virtual machine in
the same infrastructure. For instance, attackers may rent virtual machines (in case
of public clouds) or exploit vulnerabilities of applications (e.g., private website) to
get access to sensitive data (e.g., e-commerce system with credit card data) in other
virtual machines in the same cloud environment.
Problem: The detection and prevention of attacks in a cloud environment requires a classification of cloud workloads (either using application or network
probes) into benign and malicious ones. False positives can result in unnecessary
actions countering attacks, which may have negative effects on the applications.
Expected Advancement: A self-aware system automatically learns to distinguish between benign and malicious workloads and can filter out false positives.
Furthermore, the system is able to react to attacks and adapt itself to ensure its
self-protection capabilities. For more details on quantifying the self-protection capabilities of self-aware systems we refer the reader to Chapter 6.1.
Expected Impact on Application Types: All application types running in a
cloud are potential targets for attacks. Prior work in this area is aimed at enabling
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self-healing capabilities of systems [42, 123] and automatic learning of workload
anomalies [59].

5 Types of Approaches
In this section, we identify and analyze the following seven types of self-awareness
approaches used in practice to address the problems identified in the previous section.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Feedback control-based techniques
Metric optimization with constraints
Machine learning-based techniques
Portfolio scheduling
Self-aware architecture reconfiguration
Stochastic performance models
Other approaches

5.1 Feedback Control-Based Techniques
Description: Control theory is a branch of mathematics that studies how to influence the behavior of dynamical systems [81]. Based on a formal model of the target
system in the form of equations (for time-based control) or automaton (for eventbased control), control theory provides principles for how to synthesize a controller
that would regulate the behavior of the system and obtain prescribed properties.
Expected Impact: Although control theory was invented to deal with physical
systems, the same principles have been successfully applied to many different application domains in computing systems [53], including resource allocation [65,84,85],
application performance via bounded response times [64, 75], reliability [28], and
fault tolerance [12, 76], stream processing [66], and big data [27].
Details: A controller should provide the following properties [20, 28]:
• Setpoint Tracking. A setpoint refers to the goals to be achieved. For example, a
system is considered responsive when its user-perceived latency is sub-second.
• Transient behavior. This concerns how the setpoint is reached by the system.
• Robustness. The controller should be able to cope with inaccurate measurements,
delayed data, or other uncertainties not captured in the system model.
• Disturbance rejection. The closed-loop system should reach its goal in spite of
other disturbing actions happening simultaneously in the system.
These properties are often translated into the corresponding control properties of
stability, no overshooting, quick settling time and robustness to model errors and
disturbances [30].
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Use Cases: There have been many published studies of developing self-awareness
capabilities using feedback control based techniques.
One broad application area has been resource management in computing systems. For example, in [65], an approach is described to optimally configure the
CPU resource entitlement of virtualized multi-tier web applications. The approach
applies the Kalman Filter to predict CPU resource utilizationof the application components in the next interval based on previous observations. The controller selfadapts to changing workload conditions by self-configuring its parameters and capturing the resource coupling within a multi-tier application. In follow-up work [63],
a control-based approach is presented to assign CPU resource shares of virtualized
web server applications. This paper emphasizes the CPU allocation around periods
of workload changes and uses H∞ filters to minimize the maximum controller error.
More recently [114], a control-theoretic approach was described to provide performance, dependability and cost guarantees for online cloud services, with timevarying workloads. The approach is validated through case studies and extensive
experiments with online services hosted on Amazon EC2. One case study demonstrates SLA guarantees for a cluster-based multi-tier e-commerce service. In [84],
application managers automatically learn a quantitative model that correlates applevel performance with resource utilizations and use control theory to derive the
optimal resource control settings (limits, reservations) for individual virtual machines such that the multi-tier application can achieve its performance target. Finally, in [85], the authors propose a formal way to automate core allocation based
on deadline metrics from the application. The approach provides formal guarantees
on the application behavior in spite of external disturbances like additional load on
the machine. The approach has also been generalized and automated [29], applying
it to other actuation mechanisms and other metrics such as energy and size of compressed videos. This shows the versatility of feedback control as an approach for
building self-aware and self-adaptive systems.
Another broad application area for feedback control is cyber-physical systems [116]
(see Section 3.8). Feedback control is central in smart grids [25], intelligent transportation [135], and modern critical care units [67] to name a few. Parameters and
offsets of local loops might be obtained from remote repositories [51]. The criticality of these applications typically requires continued, correct operation even in the
presence of connectivity problems to the cloud, bad data, and other failures, which
often leads to joint investigation of control and safety [104].

5.2 Metric Optimization with Constraints
Description: System design, configuration, and management decisions often come
down to a choice between various options. Self-aware systems can reason about the
impact of different choices, but that still leaves the question of which choice best
achieves the system goal. Optimization techniques require first a formal specification of the system objective and the constraints under which the system operates,
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and then a solution that attempts to optimize the objective. Solution methods can be
exact or approximate, depending upon the situation, but the explicit specification of
goals is essential.
Expected Impact: Using optimization techniques for system decisions has several advantages [70]. First, it guarantees clarity: system decisions often come down
to choosing between conflicting goals, and specifying an objective forces the designer to explicitly choose how much weight to assign to them. Secondly, when
approximate solution techniques are used. It enables a quantitative evaluation of
how far the results are from the optimal. Thirdly, it allows use of the enormous toolbox of optimization techniques that already exists, allowing the system designer to
focus on the design aspects.
Details: System designer sometimes use ad hoc heuristics to make system decisions, on the basis that specifying there are conflicting, sometimes intangible requirements that are hard to quantify, and the heuristics produce results that are “good
enough”. However, it is then unclear what “good enough” means, or if the heuristics
in fact achieve it. Expressing the trade-offs into a common currency – whether execution time, throughput, monetary cost, or a utility function – enables a definition of
goodness. A wide variety of optimization techniques can be applied, depending on
the formulation and requirements: mathematical optimizations, such as linear programming or mixed integer programming; constraint programming, if only a feasible solution is required; meta-heuristic techniques such as simulated annealing or
genetic algorithms, when the optimization problem cannot be solved exactly in the
available time; or other approximate optimization techniques that bound the error in
the resulting solution.
Use Cases: Examples of the use of optimization in systems include Maestro [90],
where online optimization was used with feedback-control to provide performance
differentiation between applications in a disk array, and Janus [4], where offline optimization was used to determine allocation of flash resources to workloads. Metaheuristic techniques have been used for finding the sequence of recovery operations
to use after a failure to minimize the cost of the downtime [69] and for designing a
redundancy configuration for large enterprise storage systems, in order to minimize
the overall cost of the system including operating overheads and potential downtime
costs.
Another example from the commercial world is the VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) [45], a widely used feature in the VMware vCenter management software. DRS manages a set of virtual machines running on a cluster
of physical hosts and performs dynamic load balancing to avoid hot spots and improve application performance, by solving an online optimization problem with hillcliming heuristics and by taking into account the cost/benefit tradeoff of each move.
Finally, this approach can be applied to the applications described in Section 3.4.
For example, the SQPR query planner [66] allocates physical resources of heterogeneous clusters to data stream processing queries. SQPR models query admission,
allocation and stream reuse as a single constrained optimization problem and solves
an approximate version to achieve scalability. The SQPR approach monitors the resource utilization across the cluster and performance progress of running queries to
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decide on queries’ placement and allocation. SQPR adapts to operating conditions
through continuous monitoring and modelling of cluster and queries performance.
SQPR uses an off-the-shelf optimization solver for optimal solutions.

5.3 Machine Learning-Based Techniques
Description: Machine learning is the science of using data to “uncover an underlying process” [1]. More specifically, it involves designing, implementing, and validating a set of algorithms that can extract insights from data regarding the relationships
among objects and events, often captured in the form of statistical models.
Expected Impact: Besides the successful application of machine learning to
financial applications, e-commerce, and medical applications, there has been a great
deal of research in the past decade on leveraging machine learning based techniques
to creating self-awareness for business critical applications (Sec. 3.1).
Details: Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning
are the three main types of machine learning approaches. They are commonly applied to perform clusting, classification, and prediction, using a variety of statistical
models, including decision trees, regression models, neural networks, Bayesian networks, or support vector machines.
A system that utilizes machine learning typically has the following components:
• Sensors. Software or hardware modules that measure and collect metrics of interest for the target system or process.
• Preprocessor. Raw data collected from systems are rarely perfect. It is not uncommon to have missing data from certain components or during certain periods
of time, or data corrupted during collection. Such data need to be “cleaned up”
or aggregated before being fed into an analysis engine.
• Analyzer. This is where statistical learning algorithms are being run, on top of the
collected data, to extract relationships, and to built models that can represent the
learned behavior in a concise form.
• Reporter/Predictor. This is where the insights gained from data are presented
to human operators in the forms of alerts, charts, or dashboards. Alternatively,
the model learned can be used to generate predictions for the target system or
metrics, or to recommend remediation actions.
Use Cases: In [16], Tree-Augmented Bayesian Network (TAN) models are
learned on top of instrumentation data collected from a three-tier Internet service
to automatically identify the top system-level metrics that have likely contributed to
the observed violation of service level objectives (SLOs).
In [102], an autoscaling system employs reinforcement learning to automatically
learn the performance behavior of a multi-tier application when instances of an elastic tier are added or removed, and then uses the knowledge to scale the application
horizontally as its workload demand varies over time.
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5.4 Portfolio Scheduling
Description: Traditional scheduling policies are designed a specific workload, and
sometimes even for specific applications within a workload; in practice, reuse of old
and adoption of new scheduling policies happens rarely. Instead, portfolio scheduling, which is a self-aware and self-expressive technique, considers a set (portfolio)
of scheduling policies, from which it selects at the appropriate moments (e.g., periodically) the policy which promises the best results for the current and expected
conditions. In this way, the portfolio scheduler combines the strengths of each individual policy in its portfolio, which also means that designers of scheduling policies
can focus on simpler policies that do not need to address every type of workload.
Expected Impact: Portfolio schedulers promise to deliver performance at least
as good as any of their constituent policies, without poor performance when the
workload changes. In this context, performance includes traditional performance
metrics, such as application response time and system utilization, and non-traditional
metrics, such as availability, cost-performance efficiency [19], and risk of SLA violations [125], etc.
Details: The concept of portfolio scheduling derives from economics, where
stock brokers can use portfolio theory to select policies for managing their stocks, to
balance risks and rewards. For cloud applications, portfolio scheduling uses the following four-stage iterative process. In the configuration stage, the portfolio scheduler is equipped with a set of scheduling policies. Then, the portfolio scheduler
goes through a selection stage, which results in the selection of an optimal policy;
through an application stage, which results in applying the optimal policy to the
current scheduling problem (queue) and in monitoring the results; and through a
reflection stage, where stale policies are possibly eliminated and the portfolio can
compare its operation relative to the goals of the system. The next cycle can be triggered periodically or, if enough resources allow for timely completion of stages,
whenever an even can lead to system reconfiguration (e.g., at the arrival of a new
request in the system).
Use Cases: Portfolio scheduling has been used for business-critical applications,
with a focus on reducing the risk of SLA violations [125]. The selection stage is
simulation-based, online, and applied after each arrival of a job and periodically. The
optimal policy, from the policies included in the portfolio, is then applied until the
next selection occurs. The results obtained by applying this portfolio scheduler on
the workloads of a real cloud provider indicate that this portfolio scheduler is better
than its constituent policies, but also that the initial configuration of the portfolio is
very important.
Portfolio scheduling has been used for onling gaming applications, but only
tested under realistic, yet laboratory conditions [117]. Here, the portfolio is configured with various typical online scheduling policies, but also with an optimal solver
of a linear integer problem; in the selection stage, the portfolio is given a limited
amount of time to decide, so the optimal solver is stopped if it exceeds the allocated
runtime.
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5.5 Self-Aware Architecture Reconfiguration
Description: Self-aware architecture reconfiguration is a family of techniques that
can re-configure at runtime the architecture of the system or of the application.
Expected Impact: The generality of this approach is an advantage, but also
makes the actual impact difficult to predict in advance. By affecting the essence
of the entire system, this approach can affect every metric and virtually every application. When applied to applications, this approach can change the operational
characteristics of the application. This approach addresses the runtime architectural
reconfiguration problem.
Details: By monitoring the environment and the (queued) workload, by predicting the performance of the system or application, and by reflecting on the overall
goals of the system or application, self-aware architecture reconfiguration leads to
changing of operational characteristics (queue size and policy, structure of application components), but also the way in which the system or application operate (e.g.,
how queues share load).
Use Cases: Koala-C [26], which services the Dutch research cloud DAS4, creates a system with multiple queues, which can be instructed to shed load to only one
other or a group of other queues. Each queue is aimed to run jobs of a specific runtime (job size). If a job scheduled by a queue does not finish in the time allocated
for that queue (exceeds the job size for that queue), it is stopped and moved to a
queue of larger size. The approach does not require any prior knowledge about the
input workload. Instead, each job is submitted to the queue(s) servicing the shortest job; larger jobs traverses progressively the chain of queues, with probabilistic
guarantees in terms of performance and wasted resources [50]. (Queues can also be
equipped with autoscaling mechanisms.) Another use case [56] is that of the cloud
provider Blue Yonder: through a parameterized application performance model, a
set of modeled adaptation points, and an adaptation model, the Blue Yonder applications can adjust their resources to workload changes and can share resources
between customers.

5.6 Stochastic Performance Models
Description: Stochastic performance models (e.g., Queueing Networks) enable the
prediction of the expected system performance in terms of throughput, response
time and utilization for a given workload. In a self-aware system, these models are
automatically created and maintained in the learning phase.
Expected Impact: In contrast to machine-learning or feedback control based
techniques, they promise the ability to predict also the performance for previously
unseen workloads or configurations which are significantly different to the current operating point. Stochastic performance models have been applied to dynamically reconfigure enterprise multi-tier applications for auto-scaling [121] and performance isolation [78].
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Details: Classic queueing networks model the computing at processing resources
(e.g., CPU, hard disk, network). Furthermore, extended formalisms, such as Layered Queueing Networks or Queueing Petri nets, are able to capture the influence
of passive resources (e.g., software or memory resources). In Chapter 4.1, a more
extensive discussion of stochastic performance models can be found.
Use Cases: In [78], the authors describe a request admission controller for multitenant applications (e.g., SaaS application) that enables performance isolation and
SLA differentiation between tenants. Using a combination of statistical estimation
of resource demands and operational analysis from queueing theory, the admission
control is able to determine the current resource usage of individual tenants and
determine which requests are admitted and which are delayed.
In [121], a controller for vertical CPU scaling of virtualized applications is presented based on a Layered Queueing Network. The model is dynamically parameterized based on monitoring data from the system and also captures contention
effects due to hypervisor scheduling. By using the performance model, oscillating
reconfigurations are avoided and the parameters can be estimated automatically at
runtime.

5.7 Other Approaches
A number of other approaches have been developed by related fields, such as design
science [105]. Although these approaches do not share the entire spectrum of characteristics of, for example, control-based systems, they can be seen as proto-selfawareness approaches. We enumerate in the following several of these approaches.
Other approaches for auto-scaling: For data-intensive batch processing, which
typically has large state, auto-scalers such as Amazon Elastic MapReduce and
FAWKES [40] use various types of system feedback to decide on scaling. Amazon’s approach is based on the topology-aware S3 storage. Closer to application semantics, FAWKES considers various types of VMs, including VMs that store data
transiently or permanently. These approaches consider the MapReduce programming model, which has not been designed to enable interactive processing (e.g., for
fast decision making) or tightly coupled data items (e.g., for graph processing).
In the area of data stream processing, systems such as Apache S4 and Storm
exploit intra-query parallelization to scale out operators and eventually handle demanding resource requirements per operator. There are two main challenges in operators’ parallelization to support a scalable DSPS, i.e., how to handle operators’
state and when to scale out/in. Existing research has shown that simple heuristics to
detect violations on resource-based thresholds can be used to horizontally scale out
to additional stream processing operators to handle excess load [12, 46]. When handling operator state, most systems focus on the parellization of stateless operators.
In [12,106] different generic approaches to manage the parallelization of both stateful and stateless operators are introduced. In [27] an advanced approach to handle
operators state alongside specialized programming primitives is discussed.
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Other approaches for runtime architectural reconfiguration and load balancing: Better load balancing within a cluster of compute nodes [45] or storage
nodes [44], or between clusters [26], can lead to avoiding hot spots and to improving the performance of many types of applications, including compute-intensive scientific applications (Section 3.2), business-critical applications (Section 3.1), and
batch-processing applications (Section 3.2). Reconfiguring the system partitions,
not only in scale but also in the way they interact, can greatly benefit batch workloads where long and short jobs can coexist [26]. A genetic algorithm for load rebalancing (GALR) was proposed to deal with affinity or anti-affinity constraints [122].
In experiments running the PlanetLab dataset in a cluster up to 300 hosts, GALR
performs close to optimality in load rebalancing, within 4-5 seconds.
Other approaches for fault-tolerance in distributed systems: Experimental
results demonstrated that using brownout [75] and smart load-balancing [22] application can tolerate more replica failures and that the novel load-balancing algorithms improve the number of requests served with optional content, and thus the
revenue of the provider by up to 5%, with high statistical significance [76]. Various
self-testing and self-diagnostic techniques exist [41] (in fact, SMART is a commercial technology for hard-disks), but self-repair through self-reconfiguration and
self-rebooting is still a largely open field.

6 Open Challenges for Self-Aware Cloud Applications
In this section we focus on identifying and analyzing directions for future research
in developing self-aware cloud applications. We ask questions that we find challenging, yet promising, that is, whose answers we foresee being put in practice in the
next 3-5 years.
To what extent are self-awareness techniques necessary for cloud applications?
Currently, non-self-aware techniques are prevalent in the management of increasingly large cloud datacenters and their applications. Uncertainty about the need and
possible gains limit adoption of of self-awareness techniques for this setting. Anecdotal evidence such as that gathered in this chapter and the existing small controlled
experiments conducted by scientists provide some evidence of the benefit of using
self-awareness techniques, but on their own still cannot provide the needed strong
evidence. Instead, inspired by the evolution of related fields, it would be beneficial to collect and share many operational traces from real-world deployments into
an open-access Trace Archive, and to provide a layer of fundamental understanding and knowledge by analyzing and sharing quantitative information such as the
frequency of self-aware decisions and metrics about their impact. Large-scale experimental comparisons of self-aware and non-self-aware techniques, published as
both technical material and open-access data, could provide a useful complement
and further the acquisition of fundamental knowledge.
How can self-aware computing and communications enable or improve upon
emerging applications for increasingly capable mobile devices — including smart
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phones, wearable devices, and IoT devices? Today’s cloud architecture, which relies on the use of a “dumb pipe” sitting between it and a smart edge including increasingly capable mobile devices, is likely to be a productive area for future research [89]. In particular, there is a fundamental limitation in how much power a
wearable or hand-held device can consume before it becomes “too hot to wear”
or “too hot to handle.” Consequently, off-loading to an external computing platform, currently a cloud, becomes attractive. However, given the current Internet and
Telecom system architectures, data from apps need to cross a dumb pipe before it
reaches the cloud. This can be a severely limiting factor, for example when it comes
to supporting emerging applications that need low-latency, high-bandwidth communications. Examples of such emerging applications include rich media (including
video), unmanned vehicles, and gaming.
How can self-aware computing learn and maintain knowledge of itself if it is subject to frequent releases? The development of many popular Internet applications
(e.g., Facebook, Netflix) is characterized by very short release cycles (e.g., daily).
The term DevOps is often used to describe approaches and processes to align development and operation of software systems with the goal of continuous delivery of
new versions with new or changed functionality. As a result, such software systems
are often in transient phases where different versions of software run in parallel.
How can self-aware computing learn the characteristics of the workloads and
update the allocation of their resources in a distributed manner with global coordination for efficient use of data center resources? Current cloud data centers span
thousands of physical servers and host tens of thousands of virtual machines running different workloads. Managing such large systems while satisfying individual
workload performance requirements and making efficient use of cluster resources
is an open challenge. Current scalable approaches use either distributed scheduling [55] or optimistic resource allocation using shared state [113]. However, such
approaches cannot guarantee global scheduling optimality with respect to multiple
(possibly competing) goals across all resources and workloads in the data center.
Can self-aware computing offer techniques for fully automated root cause analysis (RCA) that can be applied to a variety of management operations in the cloud?
Over the past decade, the wide deployment of monitoring solutions in data centers and access to real time telemetry have advanced the art in diagnosis and troubleshooting. At the same time, automated RCA still remains an unsolved puzzle
for operators. This is mainly due to the large number of hardware (compute, storage, networking) and software (OS, hypervisor, container, middleware, application)
components that can potentially contribute to an observed failure or performance
drop, and the complex interactions among them. Furthermore, typical statistical
analysis and learning approaches discover correlations not causality between different metrics or events, and hence can only provide hints for the real root cause.
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7 Conclusion
Cloud computing and its applications are already an important branch of ICT, with
interesting benefits and challenges. Due to sheer scale, but also to the increasing
sophistication of both their stakeholders and their infrastructure, clouds and their
applications are increasingly relying on self-aware management techniques. In this
chapter we have proposed a systematic framework to explain existing self-awareness
approaches, and to facilitate the analysis of self-awareness in the future.
Our framework proposes a structured way to analyze the types of self-awareness
approaches used in practice, in cloud computing and its applications. The framework
focuses on the types of applications, of problems, and of approaches relevant to selfawareness. The framework also structures the discussion and the analysis of open
challenges.
In this chapter, we have used the framework to analyze seven types of selfawareness approaches used in practice: feedback control based techniques, metric optimization with constraints, machine learning based techniques, portfolio
scheduling, self-aware architecture reconfiguration, and stochastic performance models. We conduct a systematic survey of self-awareness techniques that spans over
100 contemporary references. We focus on eight types of applications, among which
most are already established, whereas applications such as online gaming, partial
processing, and cyber-physical applications are still emerging. We analyze ten types
of traditional and novel problems. Novel, we focus on problems that have developed beyond their traditional scope or even emerged altogether in the space of cloud
computing, such as autoscaling, energy-proportionality, performance isolation, and
intrusion detection and prevention. We also identify four open challenges for selfawareness in cloud computing and its applications.
The future of this work is in facilitating, for the authors and for the self-awareness
community at large, work addressing the open challenges. We also hope the framework will be used for analyzing other self-awareness approaches, new problems,
and new applications.
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